
                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Teddy Bear Scavenger Hunts Are Making  

Walks More Fun 
Next time you take a walk with the kids, keep your eyes open for Teddy Bears in the windows of homes in 
your neighborhood. Communities in New Jersey and throughout the country are organizing teddy bear 
scavenger hunts to give kids and families something fun to do together while under quarantine to prevent 
the spread of Covid-19. 
 

While we practice responsible social distancing, we have seen parents and their kids taking nice walks     
together. This is a trend that is spreading across the U.S. Kids and their parents are scavenging for teddy 
bears or other stuffed animals in neighbors’ windows. 

 

It is a pleasant community event we can all participate in without putting anyone in harm’s way. Marlboro 
let’s keep this going until the quarantine or the pandemic ends. 

 

Marlboro here is how you can join the Hunt! 
 

Join in on the fun by placing your own teddy bear in the window. (As many Teddy Bears or stuffed        
animals as you would like)  Then, count the number  of teddy bears you find on your  next walk. Keep 
up with the fun by walking through a different neighborhood each day. And remember to keep a safe social 
distance from others while you seek out those teddy bears! 

 

You can post to your social media accounts!  #marlboropawsup  

 

Come find our Teddy Bear! We will be by the window every day waiting for you to find it. Teddy will be at 
a different window of our home (or maybe even in our cars) every day, so see if you can spot it!              
Unfortunately, Teddy can’t stay outside because of allergies, but it will be waiting for you behind the glass 
ready to brighten your day! Please wave back to it. We look forward to your smiles! 

 

Please Post Pics of Bears to find in your neighborhood!  Like our Facebook page Marlboro Township    
Recreation & Swim, we will be posting alongside with you!  
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